Designed and built for legendary Tele Master Redd Volkaert
A great reverb is hard to find. The Reddverb is more than just another generic digital reverb. Anyone
familiar with Redd's playing knows his tone is fat and tight. The attack and definition are there on every
single note, as well as complex chords.
●
●
●

MIX - Blends the amount of dry guitar signal with wet reverb signal.
Dry - turn left
Wet - turn right

We replaced the traditional ON/OFF footswitch with a large MIX knob. Redd feels like controlling the
reverbs mix "on the fly" is much more important than turning the pedal on or off. "Why would you ever
turn the reverb off? I either want more or less, but never none!" - Redd Volkaert
●

BYPASS - The unit can be bypassed with the small toggle switch labeled “ON” if desired. Once
you hear this pedal in your signal chain, we doubt you’ll be using this feature.

●
●
●

GAIN - Reverb pedals traditionally suck your level. The Reddverb has no signal loss at unity gain.
Unity - all the way left
Max - turn right for 250 percent boost

●

DWELL - This control will extend the reverb time giving you a longer or shorter decay on the
reverb tail.
Short - turn left
Long - turn right

●
●

With these controls you can achieve subtle spring reverb effects up to atmospheric space tones.
●

POWER - The Reddverb uses a standard 9 Volt negative tip or center DC power supply (Boss
PSA120 etc.) or 9 Volt battery drawing 55mA of current. (Battery life is short, we recommend
using a power supply.) Use of incorrect power supply will cause permanent damage to pedal and
void the warranty. Do not increase voltage.

WARRANTY
Guaranteed to original purchaser for the period of Two Years. Any negligent use of pedal will void the
warranty.
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